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Executive Summary
One of the outcomes for the Sustainable Collections Project (SCP) is an integrated, online collections
management package for use by museums and historical collections in documenting and cataloguing
items. A number of local museums currently use the Mosaic package, however it was thought
appropriate to re-assess Mosaic due to sustained criticism on the basis of user unfriendliness. During
July - October 2009, OzArk EHM (OzArk) investigated a range of possible solutions. The
management options considered feasible and appropriate are as follows:
•

Option One: One unified, centralised catalogue with remote access from each
museum.

•

Option Two: Multiple standardised catalogues (one per museum) hosted on a central
server with remote access from each museum.

•

Option Three: Multiple standardised catalogues (one per museum) held on local
standalone museum computers.

The software packages considered most likely to meet the museums’ needs, accord with international
best practice, and suit the eclectic hardware held by the museums and their volunteers are as follows:
•

eHive: A low-cost ‘cloud-based’ option requiring internet access (suitable for Options
One / Two);

•

FileMaker: A Windows / Mac OS X database application enabling the construction of
customised databases with standalone, server-hosted and web-hosted options
(suitable for Options One / Two / Three).
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1.0: Introduction
1.1: Key Issues
One of the outcomes for the Sustainable Collections Project (SCP) is an integrated, online collections
management package for use by museums and historical collections in documenting and cataloguing
items. A number of local museums currently use the Mosaic package, however it was thought
appropriate to re-assess Mosaic due to sustained criticism on the basis of user unfriendliness. During
July - October 2009, the SCP Project Officer, Mr Kim Tuovinen, investigated a range of possible
solutions. Given here are descriptions and evaluations of each package, a comparative table and a
management options / recommendations.

1.2: Criteria for assessment
Computerised databases are deemed an effective tool for promoting sustainability in collections
management. A wide range of options are available, including standalone packages, networked
packages and web-based packages. The current study took as its model the Canadian Heritage
Information Network’s (CHIN 2008a) evaluation during 2003 - 2004 of collections management
software, which provides an extensive list of criteria with which to examine museum applications.
These criteria were modified to meet the needs of the current project. Each software solution was
tested against six core criteria and thirty two extended criteria (see Appendix 1). The core criteria
considered were as follows:
•

Ease of use / user friendly interface;

•

Cost;

•

Compliance with industry standards: sections, search functions, reports;

•

Image handling;

•

Import / export capabilities; and

•

Security: password, backup, storage, web access.

1.3: Industry standards
1.3.1 National Standards for Australian Museums and Galleries: Version 1.0
Industry standards for museums in Australia are documented in National Standards for Australian
Museums and Galleries: Version 1.0 (NSAMG 2008). This document is currently a set of guidelines,
with no plan to develop national accreditation or monitoring systems. National Standards aims to cater
for museums and collections of all sizes and organisational structures. Small volunteer museums are
advised to use the document as a tool for self-assessment, future strategic planning and identification
of training needs, and as the basis for communication with government and funding bodies (NSAMG
2008, pp. 11 - 12).
In terms of collections management standards, Principle C1 provides guidance relevant to the current
study. The relevant Principle and its subordinate Standards and Benchmarks are given verbatim here
in accordance with NSAMG requirements (2008, p. 3). In summary, these standards require a
collection management package that enables effective information recording and retrieval, and
encourage museums to make their collections accessible in a variety of digital and online formats.
This study therefore assesses the applicability of collections management software to these
processes.
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Principle C1. The museum’s collection represents the significant stories and interests of its
diverse and changing communities.
•

Standard C1.4. The museum has an effective system to record and retrieve
information about its collection.


•

Benchmark C1.4.1. The paper, electronic or digital collection documentation
system includes:
o

an accession register (including a unique numbering system)

o

a catalogue (including a minimum dataset and an agreed nomenclature)

o

object or artist files (research notes, newspaper clippings, significance
assessments).

Standard C1.5. The museum makes its collection accessible in digital formats and in
online environments, as resources permit.


Benchmark C1.5.1. Digital collections are created and maintained using
recognised principles and standards.



Benchmark C1.5.2. Digital collections are managed in keeping with the
standards, procedures, policies and records management systems used for the
museum’s other collections.



Benchmark C1.5.3. Digital collections are managed with sufficient accompanying
information, in relevant formats, to allow for continuing access, future re-use and
ongoing preservation.



Benchmark C1.5.5. Digitisation procedures are designed and managed so as to
minimise the risk of damage to collection items.



Benchmark C1.5.6. Digital collections are presented to the public in ways that
meet accessibility standards and are compatible with adaptive technologies.

1.3.2 Spectrum
UK museum documentation standards are given in MDA’s publication SPECTRUM (SPECTRUM
2007). This document is an open-source package in ongoing development and is one of the most
detailed current publications relating to collections documentation. Whilst SPECTRUM compliance is
not required in Australia, the document does provide an indication of international standards in
museum documentation. It provides useful advice about procedures and information requirements
and includes a comprehensive glossary. This glossary provides preferred nomenclature for all
information requirements.
In relation to the present study, SPECTRUM suggests several approaches to digitisation:
•

Integrating hard-copy printouts of electronic material into existing paper-based
cataloguing systems;

•

Migration of paper-based records to a standardised electronic format;

•

Providing access via a Local Area Network (LAN) or intranet;

•

Providing access via standalone workstations;

•

Providing access via the internet.

SPECTRUM also advises that electronic records are kept up to date, agreed security and backup
policies are adhered to, virus / hacker / accidental erasure protection is implemented, and that all staff
are aware of their security and proper use responsibilities.
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SPECTRUM’s requires the following minimum standards of a collection management system
(SPECTRUM 2007, p. 45):
•

Establish the terms and conditions under which objects are being received for
deposit;

•

Uniquely identify the newly received object or associated group of objects;

•

Ensure the organisation is able to account for all objects left in its care;

•

Provide a receipt for the owner or depositor;

•

Help establish the extent of the organisation's liability;

•

Indicate the reason for the receipt of the object;

•

Determine a finite end to, or programme for review of, the deposit;

•

Enable the object to be returned to the owner or depositor as required;

•

Allow for objects and associated records to be checked on entry to ensure that they
correspond to any accompanying inventory and/or transfer of title documentation
supplied;

•

Establish who has legal title to the object in case of subsequent acquisition;

•

Capture key information about the object, to be augmented in the future;

•

Inform the decision making-process.

1.4: Technical conditions
As the electronic systems available to the participating museums are diverse, the software packages
were tested on a variety of operating system and hardware platforms. Within the participating
museum network, it is likely that both personal home computers and machines owned by the
organisations themselves will be used to manage collection documentations. The pool of operating
systems currently used by participants includes Windows 98, Windows XP and Mac OS X 10.5. It is
likely that operating systems such as Windows Vista, Windows 7 and Mac OS X 10.6 will eventually
be included in this list. It is thus necessary to consider software solutions that enable a level of crossplatform compatibility rather than enforcing an approach that would be limited to one platform.
At least one participating collection does not currently hold a computer on-site and all electronic work
is completed via the volunteers’ home computer. Additionally, volunteers are not always able to
complete museum work on site, but carry out administrative tasks at home. Consequently, the
possibility of internet based approaches was potentially highly desirable.
The reviewed packages were examined under the following technical conditions:
•

•

•

Apple iMac


Operating Systems: Mac OS X 10.5.7 (‘Leopard’) and Windows XP SP2;



Internet Browsers: Safari 4, Firefox 2, Internet Explorer 6.0

Apple MacBook


Operating Systems: Mac OS 1.6.1 (‘Snow Leopard’) and Windows XP SP2;



Internet Browsers: Safari 4, Firefox 2, Internet Explorer 6.0

Hewlett Packard / Compaq 6710b laptop


Operating System: Windows Vista.
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2.0: Collections Management Software
2.1: Introduction
The collections management systems in use at the four participating collections currently consist of
both paper-based and electronic approaches. Prior to the SCP, a combined paper-based / Mosaic /
Excel approach was in use at one museum, a combined Excel / paper-based approach was in use at
a second museum, and two collections had no documentation systems in place. Since the
commencement of the SCP, a combination of Excel (accession register) and paper-based cataloguing
has been adopted as an interim system at one collection whilst a completely paper-based system has
been adopted by the last collection.

2.2: History of Mosaic use at participating collections
In the past, local museums were encouraged to purchase and adopt Mosaic as a standard collections
management package. Within the Blayney Local Government Area (LGA), all SCP participants were
aware of Mosaic, however of these collections only Millthorpe’s Golden Memories Museum (GMM)
has adopted the package. Purchased prior to 2009, over 750 items had been entered into Mosaic at
the commencement of the SCP. Anecdotal evidence from GMM suggests dissatisfaction with the
application.
During Stage One of the SCP in Cabonne and Orange LGAs, Anne Vincent also found Mosaic to be a
problematic package for the collections that had adopted it. A particular source of frustration was the
frequency of error messages.
These concerns have been impediments to further adoption by other collections in the region. An
updated version of Mosaic has recently been released, however it remains to be seen whether the
upgraded version has improved usability and efficiency.

2.3: History of Excel use at participating collections
Whilst Excel is intended neither as a database nor as a collections management package, it has been
used with some success by two collections in this context and is currently being used by a third
collection as an interim accessions register. At GMM, over 700 items in the Rural Technology
collection have been recorded in an Excel spreadsheet. Blayney Shire Local and Family History
Group use Excel as a more detailed addition to their paper-based accession register. Since the
commencement of the SCP at Carcoar District Historical Society, the Stoke Stable and Carcoar Court
House collections have begun accessioning with Excel. This is an interim measure prior to the
planned adoption of a paper-based accession register and computer catalogue.
Unlike the response to Mosaic, those collections using Excel have been relatively satisfied with its
performance as the spreadsheet approach offers simplicity and is intuitively similar in appearance to a
ledger book layout.

2.4: Emerging Technology
The primary emerging technology relevant to collections management software is referred to as ‘cloud
computing’. The term ‘cloud computing’ refers to the new computing paradigm in which all software
AND data are stored within ‘the cloud’ - a metaphor for storage devices and host computers accessed
via the internet. Until recently, systems for recording museum collections were largely paper-based
and, where electronic formats were used, powered by standalone database applications. An interim
stage of development involved server hosting of databases accessed via client software or query-
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access to databases via the web. Web-hosting of databases (for search purposes) is not in itself an
emerging phenomenon - enabling full data-entry access (and indeed hosting of application software)
via the web is.
Emerging technology carries risks, and cloud computing currently has certain drawbacks. All work
must be completed online, drag-and-drop between applications is not universally supported, and data
is not easily saved to a standalone hard drive (Naone 2008). A risk associated with the technology is
that all data is stored on external servers, potentially opening up a security hole. It is worth
considering, however, whether a permanent server site with both soft (password) and hard (24 hour
physical and personnel security) protection is more or less secure than a museum’s desktop PC, a
volunteer’s home computer / laptop, or a USB thumb drive that travels between volunteers’ homes
and the museum. It could be argued that a database hosted on a secure, guarded server is in fact
better protected than one which is stored on an individual machine / storage device that is at a
moderate risk of theft, loss and damage.
CHIN (2008b) recommends avoiding the temptation to chase technology, warning that ‘flashy
features’ do not necessarily meet the actual needs of a museum. This warning is particularly pertinent
in a museum environment dominated by volunteers with limited computing skills where such features
may simply be too daunting to utilise. Similarly, a cloud-based solution may appear attractive on the
surface, but the need to work online may be prohibitive to those with slow or expensive internet
connections. On the other hand, excessive fear of - or reluctance to adopt - emerging technology may
prevent an organisation from adopting a solution that would in fact suit its needs and priorities. The
primary consideration when adopting emerging technology should be that the new features - or
indeed the characteristics of the new paradigm - correspond to the specific needs of the organisation.
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3.0: Reviews of Electronic Collections Management Solutions
The following reviews are based on observations, testing and / or examinations of screen shots and
documentation of the available packages. The tables presented here summarise first the
organisational / costing details of each solution (Table 1) and second the effectiveness of each
product rated against this study’s core criteria (Table 2). A list of products not considered in the
current study can be found in Appendix 2.
Table 1: Collection Management Solutions - Organisational / Cost Data.
Package

Spydus

eHive

Mosaic

FileMaker

Publisher

Contact Details
Nikki McGregor,
Account Manager,
Library & Learning,
Civica Pty Limited Civica Pty Ltd,
Level 5, 565 Bourke St,
MELBOURNE VIC 3000
NMcGregor@civica.com.au
Maria Lempriere maria@vernonsystems.com
Vernon Systems Ltd.
Vernon Systems http://www.vernonsystems.com
Ph:
+(649) 815-5599
Fax:
+(649) 815-5596

Cost (AUD$ unless otherwise stated)

Commissioning: $1,450
Migration: $7,250 per Mosaic database
migrated

Free (up to 50MB / 5000 objects)
4 levels of 1 or 5 year licence costs based
on storage space above 50 MB.
Level 1 (1yr/5yrs): USD$99 / USD$450
Level 2 (1yr/5yrs): USD$200 / USD$900
Level 3 (1yr/5yrs): USD$400 / USD$1,800
Level 4 (1yr/5yrs): USD$800 / USD$3,500

Information
Services and
Technology Pty
Ltd

Sally-Anne Whittington
Information Services and Technology Pty Ltd
2/30 Harrison Street
Rockingham
Western Australia 6168
Tel/Fax: 08 9592 3149
Mob: 0403 832 527
Email: Sally-Anne@ISTechnology.com.au
Web site: http://www.ISTechnology.com.au

Mosaic Plus 10
Standalone, 1 licence: $1,210
Network, 2 licences: $1,760 + $550 /
additional licence.

FileMaker Inc.

FileMaker Inc.
PO Box 838
ARTARMON NSW 1570
AUSTRALIA
1800 028 316

FileMaker Pro 10: $453.64 (ex GST)
FileMaker Pro 10 Advanced: $726.36 (ex
GST)
FileMaker Server 10: $1,540.91 (ex GST)
FileMaker Server 10 Advanced: $4,681.82
(ex GST)

Barbara Kowalski
Client Support Consultant
Maxus Australia Pty Ltd
Authorised Inmagic Software and Intradyn
Inmagic DB /
ComplianceVault Supplier
TextWorks
12.00 with Inmagic / Maxus PO Box 727 South Melbourne 3205 Australia
Level 1, 306 Bay Street Port Melbourne
Maxus
Tel +61 3 9646 1988
Collections
Fax +61 3 9646 3611
Email: barbara.kowalski@maxus.net.au
Home Page http://www.maxus.net.au
PastPerfect Software, Inc.
300 North Pottstown Pike
Suite 200
Exton, PA 19341
1-800-562-6080
PastPerfect
PastPerfect Software, Inc.
1-610-363-7845 fax
sales@museumsoftware.com
support@museumsoftware.com
training@museumsoftware.com
conversions@museumsoftware.com
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Maintenance renewal (DB/TextWorks):
$450.
WebPublisher: $14,000
Customised to include web image upload
button: $500.

Program: USD$870.00
Multi-media a digital imaging module: USD
$370.00
Network upgrade (6 - 10 users): USD
$880.00
1st year support for network users (2 - 10
users): USD$425.00
Data conversion: USD$50.00 / hr
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Package

Publisher

Contact Details

Excel

Microsoft

Microsoft Customer Support: Tel. 13 2058
http://www.microsoft.com/australia/contactus/
default.mspx

Cost (AUD$ unless otherwise stated)
Microsoft Office 2007 Standard: $690 (Dick
Smith Electronics)*
* Microsoft Office 2007 is available in numerous
versions, prices range from $148 (Home &
Student) to $849 (Professional).

Table 2: Collection Management Software - Feature Comparison.
Package

User friendly Cost (High /
interface
Mid / Low)

Spydus

Yes / No:
varies
depending on Mid to High
configuration
and user level

eHive

Yes

Low to Mid

Mosaic

No

Mid

FileMaker

Yes

Mid to High

Inmagic DB /
TextWorks /
No
Maxus
Collections

Mid

PastPerfect

Yes

High

Excel

Yes

Low

Image
handling
Import /
Web data
Security
(Good / Fair / Export
entry
Poor)
Yes:
Migration
Poor - single conducted by Yes - Client
particularly
image only,
Password,
library
Civica. Export software
secure server
standards eg. import via
to MARC, XML, required
folder hierarchy CSV, TXT.
MARC
User import
unavailable in
current version,
slated for future
Password,
Yes
Good
development. Yes
secure server
Export to XML /
PDF (XLS
planned).
No import
Yes
Good
feature. Export No
Password
unreliable.
Search options
Good. Reliable
Yes, various
enable industry
and flexible
Good
configurations Password
standard
import and
possible.
queries.
export.
Yes, but only IE
Import from
has full
Excel and
support. Firefox
Yes
Fair
Access (eg.
is limited and Password
Mosaic).
Safari not
supported.
Yes
Good
Fair
No
Password
Fair - may
No
No
truncate data in No
Password
some cells.
Standards
compliance

3.1: Spydus Library Management System
Spydus Library Management System (Spydus) is a library catalogue package produced by Civica.
The Central Western Library Cooperative currently uses Spydus as the basis for its online catalogue
system and is satisfied with the product’s performance and capabilities in that role. It has been
suggested that Spydus may be an appropriate solution for the cataloguing needs of the region’s
volunteer museums. An experienced user-base exists throughout the library network which could form
the core of a training team.
The package is extremely comprehensive (at least for a library context) with cross-referencing
available on a number of levels and high levels of detail possible within each entry. It is thus a
powerful package and certainly appears to have many users in Australia and the UK; however, there
are comparatively few organisations using it in the US.
This study was unable to obtain an evaluation copy of Spydus, nor was an online demonstration
forthcoming prior to the completion of the report (despite two requests). The information here was
derived from a brief demonstration provided by Orange City Library and screen shots / information
provided by Nikki McGregor at Civica.
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3.1.1: Ease of use / user friendly interface
Spydus’ ease of use varies depending on the function in question. The overall design of the web data
entry pages is simple and effective (Figure 1). Colour is muted and unobtrusive, fields are spaced
effectively reducing visual clutter, and there is minimal variation in font / font size / style use. Fields
are either single line or scrollable multi-line.
Figure 1: Spydus online - new record web entry screen (Source: ‘Examples of customised
catalogue entry forms’, provided by Nikki McGregor, Civica).

Difficulties arise with image handling (see Section 3.1.4) and data migration (see Section 3.1.5).
Image input is complex, requiring navigation of server folder hierarchies rather than direct input, and
data migration must be handled by Civica rather than a user friendly import function.
3.1.2: Cost
Spydus has been quoted as costing at least $8,700, which includes commissioning, migration of one
Mosaic database and interface customisation.
3.1.3: Compliance with industry standards: sections, search functions, reports
Due to the fact that a Civica demonstration was not forthcoming, this study was unable to assess
Spydus’ compliance with museum collections management standards in full. Based on trials of
Spydus-powered library catalogues, it is clear that Spydus’ web-access query functions are welldeveloped, powerful and user-friendly.
3.1.4: Image handling
Spydus’ image handling capabilities are limited. Only one image (in two sizes - thumbnail and full
size) can be stored per record. Images must be copied directly into the relevant folder on the server
(Figure 2) - no direct web input is possible. Once the thumbnail and full size image files are located
within the server folder, a filepath is entered into the Spydus web data entry page.
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Figure 2: Spydus folder hierarchy, showing location of all image files contained in database
(Source: Image courtesy of Civica, N. McGregor pers. comm.).

In the folder pane, you
should see the pictures
folder and be able to
navigate to it.

The end user would need to have access to the folder hierarchy on the Spydus server via the Central
West Regional Libraries (CWL) Virtual Private Network (VPN) in order to copy these files to the
correct location, a requirement that would necessitate intranet access or transfer of files to a system
administrator via CD-ROM / DVD-ROM.
This procedure is excessively complex and has demanding networking implications for the
participating collections. Each collection would need on site secure and reliable read / write access to
the CWL’s VPN; the alternative - that volunteers regularly visit a site with VPN access or send images
to a system administrator via CD-ROM / DVD-ROM - is untenable in such a decentralised volunteer
network.
3.1.5: Import / export capabilities
Control over data migration is retained by Civica’s Implementation Team. Both Mosaic and Excel
formats can be migrated to Spydus at a cost of $7,250 per Mosaic database over a period of five days
each. Reliance on the Implementation Team carries advantages and disadvantages. The volunteerbase within the local museums is relatively inexperienced in IT matters and may be likely to prefer this
work to be conducted by IT experts (but note that reluctance about providing access to data to outside
persons exists at some collections). It would be expected that the Implementation Team’s migration
would be reliable, accurate and carried out within the advertised timeframe. Outsourcing data
migration, however, is expensive (in fact it constitutes the bulk of the Spydus adoption cost). The
added cost of migration, in addition to the outlay on new software, may render some collections
reluctant, particularly where existing databases are relatively small and simple and would enable a
computer literate user to manage the migration relatively easily.
Similarly to most comparable products, Spydus exports to MARC, XML, CSV and TXT formats.
Adoption of Spydus now would thus be no impediment to future adoption of a different product.
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3.1.6: Security: password, backup, storage, web access
Implementation of a Spydus museum cataloguing system would be carried out within the context of
the existing CWL Spydus library catalogue system. This gives rise to several questions:
•

Who has ultimate control over / ownership of museum data?

•

Where would physical access to the system be possible?

•

Who has ultimate control over security and access privileges?

•

Given that this approach is an adjunct to the existing CWL system, who will fund the
adoption of Spydus as a museum data management system?

All data is stored on the Spydus server, located in Sydney, and would be accessed via the CWL’s
VPN.
The proposed package would include a web cataloguing entry form, however whether access to the
form would be controlled by a client application or be purely web-browser based is currently unknown.
3.1.7: Conclusion
Spydus offers the Sustainable Collections Project a unique opportunity, given that it already resides
on the CWL’s VPN and a knowledge base of experienced operators exists in the region. However, the
expense; the apparently very limited image handling features and end-user customisation options;
complicated folder hierarchy; doubtful full cross-platform support; and the currently unanswered
questions about access, control and funding suggest that Spydus is not suitable for the needs of the
current project.

3.2: eHive
eHive is a New Zealand owned collections management package powered by Vernon Systems.
Completely web-based, eHive is fully cross-platform as it is compatible with both Windows and
Macintosh operating systems. eHive was not tested under a Linux operating system, however it would
be a reasonable assumption that it would be compatible there too. The motto, ‘Collect it, Connect it,
Show it to the world’, summarises eHive’s emphasis: a collection catalogue that can be showcased to
the world via the internet and incorporated (selectively) into a metaphorical ‘hive’ of other
organisations sharing their collective historical assets.
3.2.1: Ease of use / user friendly interface
New entry creation is straightforward. Following selection of object type (Archives, Archaeology, Art,
History, Library, Natural Science, or Photography), data can be entered into the cataloguing fields in
either the full set (Detail Fields), the core set (Core Fields) or the public set of fields (Public Fields). In
general the Core Fields tab would provide enough detail to satisfy basic catalogue requirements.
Three further tabs, Acquisition, Administration and Conservation, each enable additional information
to be entered relating to ownership and handling of collection items (Figure 3). The standard fields in
all six tabs are comprehensive and provide thorough coverage of information about each item.
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Figure 3: eHive data entry screen with catalogue tabs (Detail Fields, Core Fields, Public Fields,
Administration, Acquisition, Conservation) circled.

Entry screen tabs

One attractive feature of the user interface is the ‘Edit Term Pick List’ button (virtually ubiquitous
throughout each data entry tab). Where a number of standard entries are likely to be relevant to a
particular field (for example, Object Type), eHive does not presume to dictate to the user which
standard entries - authority list - they must choose from. Instead, the field is customisable, with the
user able to add new selections to a drop down menu (Figure 4). This provides the museum with the
opportunity to generate an initial customised pick list (eg. standardised Primary, Secondary and
Tertiary Classifications) or to generate authority lists (eg. Object Types) that can be added to as new
material is acquired by the collection. The ability to customise pick lists is not unique to eHive - what is
different here is that the user does not have to leave the current record and move to a defaults screen
in order to do so. The drawback is that once a term has been added to the list it cannot be removed.
Figure 4: eHive customisable pick lists / drop down menus.

Drop down menu field
Edit term pick list button

Pick list editor
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eHive was tested on both broadband and dial-up internet connections, with performance noticeably
slower on dial-up, thus rendering a dial-up connection sub-optimal. Nevertheless, even when
accessed via dial-up, eHive did not hang with a blank screen but remained operational. The package
is therefore useable under both broadband and dial-up conditions, with broadband being the preferred
connection-type.
3.2.2: Cost
eHive has a sliding pricing structure based on number of items catalogued and record size. An eHive
user account is free until 50 MB / 5,000 records have been stored, whereupon 4 levels of licence fees
are activated. These levels range in price from US$99 for a one year Level 1 account to US$3,500 for
a five year Level 4 account. A counter is available on the website showing account usage making it
possible to track the number of records stored and amount of storage space used.
3.2.3: Compliance with industry standards: sections, search functions, reports
Six entry screens are possible, all accessible via clearly labelled tabs (Figure 3). The screens cover a
number of the most important functions of a collections management package, including cataloguing,
administration and conservation notes. Movement between the six tabs is flexible - it is not necessary
to complete or save in one tab before moving to another.
The search function is accessed via a tab located near the top of the page, and allows Boolean
searches of all publicly accessible eHive databases or the objects stored within the user’s account
only. In addition, the user can conduct searches for specific accounts and for specific communities
(groups of linked accounts). Searches are completed relatively quickly, however the search speed is
dependent on the speed of the internet connection.
eHive produces two main types of PDF reports: Community Administration Reports and Object
Reports (including Summary Reports, Label Reports and Detail Reports). Additionally, the collection
can be exported to the XLS (Excel), CSV and XML formats. At the present time, requests for PDF
reports are known to result in an error message. This is an error of which eHive is aware and which is
currently under investigation. It should be noted that an error here does not result in either the
application or the operating system crashing - instead the user is informed of the error and is able to
continue to navigate the site.
3.2.4: Image handling
Multimedia handling in eHive is relatively flexible but limited to imagery (thus no digital video, sound or
other document types can be imported). As all images are stored on eHive servers, they must be
uploaded to the website. At present, the only acceptable file format is JPEG; as this is the format most
digital cameras output, however, this should not present a major problem to most volunteer museums.
eHive should consider the RAW and TIFF formats as future additions to the images section of the site.
eHive also accepts images with various dimensions. It should be noted that while eHive can accept
relatively large image files, the licence fee increases as more storage space is used.
Multiple images can be uploaded for each record, with the user controlling which image is the Primary
Image. Finally, captions can be generated that are visible when the user rolls the mouse over the
image.
3.2.5: Import / export capabilities
eHive’s import facility is currently under development (Vernon 2009a). At the time of writing, it was
possible to submit data to eHive for migration but no user import facility had yet been implemented.
eHive is capable of export to Excel, CSV, XML, PDF formats, however attempts to export to PDF
during testing consistently produced error messages.
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3.2.6: Security: password, backup, storage, web access
Access to the site is controlled via a username / password system, with information hosted on a
server with 24 hour physical security. No backup function is currently available, and it would be
advisable for users to follow a regular export schedule in lieu of a dedicated backup process.
3.2.7: Conclusion
New software - particularly in the emerging technology realm of cloud computing - such as eHive
exists in a relatively permanent beta-state. The presence of a ‘roadmap’ component on the eHive
website, mapping out future directions, indicates both that Vernon remains committed to planned
eHive improvements and innovation, and that the product is not yet fully implemented. At the time of
writing, eHive has been updated five times during 2009 (Vernon 2009b), reflecting the fact that the
site remains supported. The most recent upgrade added export formats and overhauled the user
interface.
eHive is an attractive option for the museums in the Central West as it is affordable (indeed, free to
small collections), easy to use, and web-based, thus providing a measure of work-site flexibility. eHive
is not overloaded with ‘features’ - a factor that contributes to its simplicity. The package is not without
its drawbacks, however. Users cannot yet migrate data from other formats directly, some features
currently result in error messages, and all work must be completed online (a potential disadvantage in
areas where permanent broadband internet connections are not universal).

3.3: Mosaic Plus
Mosaic Plus (Mosaic) is a dedicated collections management package produced by IST Information
Services & Technology, an Australian firm based in Western Australia. The most recent version
number is 10.6, however the version assessed here (and which is currently used by Millthorpe’s
Golden Memories Museum) was 9.55. Version 10.6 includes a number of modifications discussed
below. Mosaic is powered by Microsoft Access and is thus only available on Windows. It was tested
on a Hewlett Packard / Compaq 6710b laptop running Windows Vista.
3.3.1: Ease of use / user friendly interface
Anecdotally, Mosaic has a reputation for an unfriendly, unintuitive user interface. This is contributed to
in part by the unappealing grey and dark green window background colours derived from the old 16
colour palette; uneven text, field and button alignment; poor visual differentiation between buttons and
tabs; abbreviated field and button labels; and small, cluttered data entry windows (Figure 5). Whilst
these are largely aesthetic issues, an application’s visual style can either add to or detract from the
user’s experience. In particular, these design failings contribute to confusion on the part of the user.
As computer literacy levels amongst museum volunteers vary widely, it is vital to provide a collections
management solution that does not confuse or intimidate an inexperienced user.
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Figure 5: Mosaic data entry form.

In terms of data entry, the following features require comment:
•

Fields requiring lengthy descriptions are usually scrollable (eg. the Description field)
and allow entries containing many characters; field lengths are not, however,
unlimited and some fields ought to be longer and / or scrollable (eg. the ‘Marks’ field
in the ITEM screen);

•

The use of the TAB key usually takes the emphasis (intuitively) to the next field to the
right; this is not, however, always the case - some fields with drop-down menus, for
example, are skipped;

•

Clutter is partially reduced by the use of ‘ITEM’, ‘HISTORY’, ‘RESEARCH’ and
‘ADMIN’ tabs to divide the data entry process into separate sections. The information
contained in each section is relevant and divided logically. Clutter could, however, be
reduced further by increasing the size of all screens (or at least making them
resizeable), enabling window scrolling, or by incorporating more functions into the
application’s menubar rather than relying on buttons; and

•

It is possible to display a preview of images attached to records on the ITEM data
entry screen (this preview capability is off by default).

A final word must be said regarding reliability. Mosaic 9 has been known to crash during data entry,
with some crashes seriously affecting functionality. This problem was identified by Anne Vincent in
2008 in connection with macro / function errors which necessitated a complete system restart. Vincent
and participating museum volunteers also encountered other frequent error messages, all with
different causes. Indeed, during testing for this study it was possible to cause the application to crash
simply by minimising it to the Windows Vista taskbar, by allowing the computer to sleep whilst the
application was open, and by requesting a basic object report. Such unreliability is unacceptable and
a serious impediment to effective use. It is unknown whether these reliability issues have been
resolved in Mosaic 10.
3.3.2: Cost
A new version of Mosaic Plus 10.6 is available at a standalone price of AU$1210 and a network price
of AU$1760 (two licences, with additional licences available for AU$550 each). Previous editions of
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Mosaic can be upgraded for AU$550 (standalone) or AU$715 (network - two licences, with additional
licences available for AU$165 each).
3.3.3: Compliance with industry standards: sections, search functions, reports
The package is comprehensive and enables data to be recorded that broadly complies with the
minimum standards suggested in SPECTRUM (2007) and outlined above in Section 1.3.2. Mosaic
can record detailed information relating to the item itself, historical / subject background information,
and acquisition data. Searches can be performed via query forms accessed via the welcome screen
or by an advanced SQL form. The Query by Form method is certainly the more user-friendly approach
as it enables the searcher to enter search terms directly into fields that match the data entry screen.
The SQL search (or in Version 10.6, the Advanced search) requires an understanding of the
Structured Query Language (SQL).
Numerous reports are possible. Object reports include a List Report, Location Report, Public Report,
Admin Report, Historical Research Report, Condition Report, Register, and two Object Labels.
Subject reports include a List Report and a Subject Report. Mosaic will also produce an
Administration report including location information, items returned, items not in home locations, and
items deaccessioned (Figure 6). Finally, Mosaic will also produce a Library Report and a Library List,
various staff / contact reports, and loan reports. As has been noted above, attempts to request
reports during testing largely resulted in error messages.
Figure 6: Mosaic administrative report options.

3.3.4: Image handling
Multimedia files can be attached to individual records and displayed as a file pathname or as a
preview image. Such files include images, sound files, videos, media files, hypertext (HTM or XML),
and ‘office’ files (DOC, XLS, TXT), however only image files are previewed. The image preview is
essentially a thumbnail and thus does not provide a detailed view of the attached file. No image
editing facility is available.
3.3.5: Import / export capabilities
Mosaic has no import capability. As such, any data currently stored in temporary Excel spreadsheets
or other database formats would need to be re-entered manually or submitted to IST for migration.
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Mosaic will export to a variety of formats, including XML (optimised for Collections Australia Network
[CAN], Pictures Australia, and Dublin Core format) and HTML.
3.3.6: Security: password, backup, storage, web access
Several levels of password protection are possible, thus securing Mosaic records against
unauthorised access and unauthorised modification.
Automated backup is not implemented in Mosaic, however in the latest version of Mosaic the user is
prompted to backup whenever changes to the database have been made. Data files are now stored in
a folder titled ‘DATA’, thus simplifying manual backup.
Data storage in the latest version of Mosaic is well-organised, with a logical folder-hierarchy located
within C:\ISTechnology\MosaicPlus10\DATA. Whilst the internal folder-hierarchy is straightforward,
use of the C: drive as the location for Mosaic’s data restricts the portability of Mosaic data. Attached
multimedia files are stored as separate files within the DATA folder rather than within a single
database file.
Finally, whilst Mosaic can generate browsable web pages based on the data contained within the
catalogue, web access for data entry purposes is not implemented.
3.3.7: Conclusion
Mosaic incorporates a wide range of features geared specifically to the needs of Australian museum
collections, many of which are likely to be superfluous to the needs of small volunteer museums. The
unfriendly user interface and tendency to crash unexpectedly recommend strongly against this as a
suitable software catalogue solution. As indicated above, anecdotal evidence suggests that Mosaic
has a reputation for complexity, inflexibility and unreliability, with some past users of the application
abandoning it in favour of home-grown databases (A. Vincent pers. comm.). The tests carried out
under the current study support this assessment.
It is worth noting that the anecdotal reports referred to above and the current testing both related to
Mosaic Plus 9. An upgraded edition (version 10) has since become available and the possibility exists
that some of the reliability issues have been corrected. The basic interface and operational processes
remain largely unchanged, however, and it is doubtful whether users would notice significant
improvements in usability.

3.4: FileMaker
FileMaker is not an off-the-shelf collections management package, designed and published for
museums. Rather, it is a development tool that allows users to author customised database solutions.
Published by FileMaker Inc. (a subsidiary of Apple), FileMaker is available for Mac OS X and
Windows, and is available in several forms, including the standalone FileMaker Pro Advanced and the
network-optimised FileMaker Server. Fully cross-platform, the databases produced by a Windows
version of FileMaker will function on a Macintosh and vice versa.
In the context of the Sustainable Collections Project, FileMaker presents the opportunity to customdesign, or ‘roll-your-own’, collections management solution. Able to function as standalone databases,
as web-hosted databases, or as server-hosted databases, FileMaker solutions have great flexibility.
The opportunity to generate a database from scratch would enable participating museums to ensure
that their needs would be met by the database’s design without additional ‘features’ obscuring the
most necessary functions. It should be noted that the so-called ‘roll-your-own’ approach is likely to
contain fewer features than a pre-designed package such as PastPerfect and that certain approaches
to an FileMaker-based collection management solution may require ongoing technical support.
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Nevertheless, as a means of generating a database that suits local, volunteer-run museums with
relatively small collections, FileMaker offers a number of unique possibilities.
3.4.1: Ease of use / user friendly interface
FileMaker benefits from its association with Apple. Apple’s design guidelines - which emphasise
usability, aesthetics and intuitiveness - are fully implemented in both Apple and Windows versions of
the package. Where Mosaic’s appearance detracts from its usability, FileMaker’s toolbar and
database templates make effective use of colour, font, shape and alignment (Figure 7). A FileMaker
database, too, is likely to benefit from such design principles as the templates offered in all of the
most recent versions of the application generate attractive databases optimised for both coloured or
monochrome screens and printers (Figure 8).
Figure 7: FileMaker Pro user interface.

Figure 8: FileMaker Pro theme templates, optimised for both colour and monochrome
contexts.

Despite being an extremely powerful application, FileMaker can be used at a simple level without
confusion. This is achieved through an interface that guides the user through the early steps of
database creation (Figures 9 and 10). Indeed, the Help files attached to FileMaker provide detailed
tutorials and guidance about all aspects of database management and are among the most detailed
and helpful manuals associated with any of the applications examined in this study.
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Figure 9: FileMaker Pro new database options.

Figure 10: FileMaker Pro database management, showing field management dialogue box.

3.4.2: Cost
A single FileMaker Pro licence costs $453.64, whilst the Advanced version is $726.36. In general, only
FileMaker Pro, rather than Advanced, would be required. FileMaker Pro Advanced offers additional
database development features that would not be required by each museum site.
A server-based solution requires a FileMaker Pro licence for each terminal operating the database. In
addition, either FileMaker Server 10 ($1,540.91) or FileMaker Server Advanced ($4,681.82) would be
required in order to administer the database on the network.
FileMaker offers discounts for bulk purchase orders and periodic special deals. At the time of writing,
the company was offering a free licence for FileMaker Server 10 when ten FileMaker Pro were
purchased. This promotional special was on offer until 22 December, 2009 (FileMaker Inc 2009).
A FileMaker solution would eventually require an initial outlay of at least $4,500 throughout the
Sustainable Collections Project Study Areas. This is comparable with the costs associated with prepackaged options, however this represents only an initial outlay rather than ongoing support / annual
licence fees. A hidden cost is likely to be secure server space as FileMaker - unlike Spydus and
eHive, for example - does not provide a server.
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3.4.3: Compliance with industry standards: sections, search functions, reports
A FileMaker database is likely to consist of multiple layouts, each of which displays data from one or
more ‘tables’ of fields. This structure would enable a separate layer for each key collection
management requirement - eg. catalogue data, acquisition data, deaccession information,
administrative data, conservation data. Data applying to common fields, for example Object Number
or Object Name, would be held within a table that is accessed by multiple layouts. In addition to
displaying data and providing the location for data entry, additional layouts can be designed as
summary reports optimised for printing.
Three methods of data searching are possible: Find Mode, Sorting, and Find / Replace. Find Mode
allows the user to search specific fields for strings of text and numbers. Sorting temporarily
rearranges records according to specified fields (such as Object Number, Object Type or Donor
Surname). Find / Replace enables the user to conduct a search across multiple fields and, if required,
replace the found text.
3.4.4: Image handling
Images are attached to records in FileMaker via container fields. Container fields are used to store
files of any format, most commonly multimedia files. Previews of supported file types are displayed in
the container field, other file types are displayed as an icon. The image files supported by FileMaker
include JPEG, TIFF, BMP and PNG, all of which are common image formats produced by digital
cameras and photograph editing software such as Adobe Photoshop. No editing tools are available
within FileMaker - editing must be completed prior to insertion. Rather than storing numerous image
duplicates in a folder hierarchy, all images are stored within the single FileMaker database file.
3.4.5: Import / export capabilities
FileMaker contains the most powerful import function of all the packages evaluated as part of this
study. FileMaker databases will import data from other FileMaker databases; tab- and commaseparated text files; SYLK, DIF, WKS, and BASIC formats; Merge, Excel and dBase files; and XML
and ODBC data sources. FileMaker allows a high level of control over imports. A pre-existing Excel
file, for example, can be used as the basis for a new FileMaker database, with column headings
imported directly as field titles. During an import of data from another format into a pre-existing
FileMaker database, the user is able to map source fields to target fields easily and with full control
over which source fields will or will not transfer (Figure 11). Additionally, FileMaker allows batch
importing of multiple files from a folder or directly from a digital camera (JPEG / TIFF), again with full
control over target fields.
Export capabilities are similarly powerful and flexible. FileMaker will export to tab- and commaseparated text; PDF, SYLK, DBF, DIF, WKS, XML, HTML, and BASIC formats; and Merge, FileMaker
and Excel files. Full control over field order is provided, thus enabling customised exports. It is worth
noting that FileMaker will store data types (eg. images) and data quantities that are not all handled by
all target formats (eg. Excel).
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Figure 11: FileMaker Pro import field mapping.

3.4.6: Security: password, backup, storage, web access
FileMaker offers a range of approaches to security. Restrictions can be placed on data access, layout
modification, value list / script access, file sharing, data output and menu access. Restrictions are
managed via accounts and privilege sets. In the context of a museum database, for example, it might
be necessary to generate four account types:
•

System Administrator’s Account: Read / write access to all elements of the database.

•

Accession Officer’s Account: Read / write access to all data sets and value lists, but
no access to layout design and scripts.

•

Standard User’s Account: Read / write access to data fields, but no access to value
lists, layout design or scripts.

•

Visitor’s Account: Read only access to object data layouts, printer access, but no
access to administrative data layouts, value lists, layout design, scripts or export to
other file formats.

At the most basic level, FileMaker databases can be backed up manually by copying the database file
to an external hard drive or USB thumb-drive. In addition to manual backup, FileMaker provides a
templated script that enables automatic backup. The sample script (which can be modified) backs up
the database to a pre-determined destination every fifth time the file is closed.
A FileMaker database usually consists of one single file containing all data (including image data).
This file can be stored in any accessible location, including the computer’s internal hard drive, a
removable hard drive / USB thumb drive, or a server. There is no requirement for a complicated folder
hierarchy, as all information is stored together. More complex database solutions may link data sets
from multiple databases. In such a situation, tighter control over folder hierarchies and storage
locations is required.
FileMaker is designed to enable web access to databases, with data entry and data searching
possible via the internet.
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Two web-hosting solutions are possible and the most appropriate choice depends on the number of
likely concurrent users:
•

FileMaker Pro Instant Web Publishing: supports up to 10 files with up to 5 concurrent
users - it should be noted that this solution only enables text entry, it does not enable
image files to be attached via the web-page;

•

FileMaker Server Advanced: supports Instant Web Publishing and Custom Web
Publishing in addition to Windows / Mac OS X compatible server hosting.

3.4.7: Conclusion
FileMaker is a powerful, flexible and highly customisable application for database authoring. A wellconstructed FileMaker database is reliable, user-friendly and cross-platform. In the context of
museum collections management, FileMaker presents the opportunity to develop a solution tailored
specifically to the needs and priorities of the participating museums. FileMaker is capable of userfriendly web-based or stand-alone data entry / search, can be secured by various layers and levels of
password protection, and can be structured in accordance with the client’s needs.
The principle caveat in relation to the home-grown approach is the issue of support. Troubleshooting
for task-specific packages such as Mosaic, PastPerfect and eHive is provided by the parent
company’s technical staff. A custom-designed database produced locally will have technical support
only as long as the designer remains in contact with the project. This long-term disadvantage can be
mitigated through the construction of a detailed instruction manual, effective training of volunteer staff,
and technical support provided by FileMaker Inc.

3.5: Inmagic DB/TextWorks 12.00 / Maxus Collections
Maxus Australia produces the Maxus Collections package, designed using the DB/TextWorks product.
Maxus Collections was produced in association with the Victorian Branch of Museums Australia.
Maxus Collections can be used as a standalone product or published to the web.
3.5.1: Ease of use / user friendly interface
Searching and entering data in DB/TextWorks databases is quite simple - in fact the interface looks
quite stark in contrast to the relatively rich visual environment of PastPerfect and FileMaker. Such
starkness will appeal to many who may be daunted by icon / button / entry field rich software. The
sample data entry screen provided at the Maxus Collections website (<http://www.maxus.net.au/
demos/museum/musrec.htm>) uses an attractive shade of blue for the background, with black text
and white data entry fields (Figure 12). Visual elements are well spaced, buttons have intuitive names
and links are provided enabling selection from Authority Lists in a popup window (Figure 12). The
standalone demonstration version is more stark, using only black and white, accentuating simplicity
and raw data over cosmetic features (Figure 13).
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Figure 12: Maxus Collections sample web-based museum catalogue worksheet (Source:
<http://www.maxus.net.au/demos/museum/musrec.htm>).

Figure 13: InMagic DB/TextWorks / Maxus Collections data entry screen (standalone).

Documentation is available offline within the application and is comprehensive. The language used in
the documentation is dense and often requires some effort to work through. Some problems cannot
be solved without navigation through several hyperlinked screens.
Customising a DB/TextWorks database is more daunting as it requires navigation of numerous
dialogue boxes each of which requires at least a reasonably confident level of both computer literacy
and database literacy. Whilst this consideration may not affect the end user at a volunteer museum,
ongoing technical support from Maxus is likely to be required at an administrative level.
3.5.2: Cost
A single user licence for DB/TextWorks with Maxus Collections is $2,370. Such a setup would see
Maxus Collections installed on one individual computer. Annual renewal of support costs $450.
WebPublisher Pro ($14,000) would enable a purely web-based approach as alternative configuration.
3.5.3: Compliance with industry standards: sections, search functions, reports
Maxus Collections was developed in conjunction with the Victorian Branch of Museums Australia. The
user’s front-end displays a relatively simple interface, with comprehensive fields that allow a museum
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to record acquisition information, descriptive information, storage information and, in the case of
documents, author / title / edition / publication information (Figures 12 and 13).
Data entry and search screens appear similar, both displaying identical fields. Searches include range
searches, boolean searches and wildcard searches. The results of a query can be edited, omitted or
skipped. Comprehensive customisation of user-defined reports is possible.
3.5.4: Image handling
Images can be attached to records, however only one image may be uploaded per image field. The
field displays a filepath; the user must click an additional button to view the actual image (Figure 14).
Maxus is able to customise the web data entry page to include an UPLOAD button (additional $500).
Figure 14: Image handling in Maxus Collections.

Image field showing
filepath

Expanded image display
3.5.5: Import / export capabilities
Whilst this product is capable of importing and exporting, the built-in import / export feature is of
limited utility. Data can be imported from Excel, Access (including Mosaic) and comma-delimited file
formats. Data can only be exported to Inmagic Tagged Format, Delimited ASCII format and XML.
3.5.6: Security: password, backup, storage, web access
Security can be managed via a master password, with additional control over individual fields via
password. Backups are not automated and multiple steps are required. Data can be stored on local
hard disks or on a central server.
3.5.7: Conclusion
Maxus Collections is a reasonable CMS solution. It benefits from Maxus’ collaboration with the
Victorian Branch of Museums Australia and provides a simple data entry interface. A flexible option,
Maxus Collections can form the basis for either a standalone or a web-based computerised
catalogue.
In comparison to other products, Maxus Collections and DB/TextWorks have several drawbacks.
Lacking the power, flexibility and full cross-platform support of FileMaker, the comprehensiveness of
PastPerfect, and the cost-effectiveness of eHive, Maxus Collections is not the ideal solution for the
SCP.
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3.6: PastPerfect 4.0
PastPerfect 4.0 Museum Software (PastPerfect) is a purpose-designed, Windows-only, museum
collections management application produced by PastPerfect Software Inc. The application claims to
automate and manage all elements of collections management, including (but not restricted to)
cataloguing, acquisition management, loans management. PastPerfect is in reality a suite of
packages, including the eponymous standalone version 4.0 package, a multimedia add-on, and
several web-oriented add-ons each intended to facilitate searchable publication of database contents
on the internet.
3.6.1: Ease of use / user friendly interface
Of the pre-designed standalone collections management packages examined in this study,
PastPerfect’s interface is the cleanest. The application makes effective use of colour, font and font
style and buttons are an appropriate size and are well-differentiated from field labels. An unfortunate
feature of PastPerfect’s user interface is the use of a fairly small standard-sized window for all
screens, rather than a resizeable window. A large number of fields are consequently situated within a
relatively small window; the fields are aligned effectively, however, thus reducing the impression of
‘clutter’. The basic data entry interface is thus quite user-friendly.
More advanced functions, such as reporting, are somewhat more complex. Some functions require
navigation of several dialogue boxes and / or windows in order to complete tasks. Navigation features
common to most multi-screen ‘wizard’-type functions (eg. buttons such as Back, Next, Cancel) are at
times noticeably absent, whilst in other cases are well-implemented.
3.6.2: Cost
At a single licence price of USD$870, PastPerfect is one of the more expensive catalogue options
examined as part of the current study. In addition to the basic package, the multi-media module (USD
$370), network upgrade for at least six to ten users (USD$880), and first year support (USD$425)
would be required. Finally, data conversion from legacy database systems is priced at USD$50 / hour,
with the PastPerfect website estimating a total cost of USD$500 per migrated database.
3.6.3: Compliance with industry standards: sections, search functions, reports
PastPerfect complies with American Association for State and Local History (AASLH) and CHIN
standards. The package includes sections covering all major requirements of a collections
management system, including object description and receipt / terms and conditions management
(Figure 15). The most glaring aspect of PastPerfect that reflects its North American focus is in the
area of lexicon control. PastPerfect uses Greeno, Blackaby and the Nomenclature Committee’s
Revised Nomenclature for Museum Cataloguing and includes a list of 1,500 illegal object names with
preferred alternatives. Much of the terminology is North American: instead of ‘aircraft’, PastPerfect
prefers the American spelling ‘airplane’. The authority lists are customisable, however significant effort
would be required to convert the pre-set lists to Australian spellings / terminologies. More concerning
for some collections who already use an alternative lexicon would be the requirement to either rewrite PastPerfect’s lexicon from the ground - up (a daunting task) or to re-classify all previously
classified objects in their collection.
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Figure 15: PastPerfect welcome screen, showing links to all sections of the database.

Searches are powerful, flexible, accurate and straightforward. Even a relatively inexperienced user
would have little difficulty negotiating PastPerfect’s query screens.
3.6.4: Image handling
Multiple images can be attached to each record, with one thumbnail visible on the item’s catalogue
screen. The thumbnails of each attached image can be scrolled through. Additionally, a full-size
version of each image can be viewed and manipulated via the Image Management window (Figure
16). Manipulation is restricted to metadata editing, rotation, cropping, resizing and watermarking. It
should be noted that PastPerfect’s image handling tools, whilst basic, are superior to those of Spydus
and Mosaic.
Figure 16: PastPerfect Image Management window.
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3.6.5: Import / export capabilities
PastPerfect offers two approaches to importing of data - a user-driven import function and migration
by the PastPerfect team. Whilst cheaper and more attractive to the ‘DIY’ user, PastPerfect does not
allow the user to import data directly from as many foreign file formats as the migration approach.
Excel files can be imported by the user, however Mosaic databases cannot. Additional steps - for
example export from Mosaic to XML followed by import from XML into PastPerfect - would be
required. Such additional steps would be likely to corrupt the files.
PastPerfect’s export utility is almost as flexible but less user-friendly than FileMaker’s. Users can
control which aspects of the database to export (including specified fields) and to what formats,
however the user interface requires typing of selected field names rather than selection from a list.
This demands knowledge of, and a level of familiarity with, the many field names that exist in the
application.
During testing, a simple export to Excel resulted in a largely successful and accurate transfer of data.
It would be interesting to see whether that data would corrupt if it were to be re-imported into
PastPerfect via a further transformation to XML.
3.6.6: Security: password, backup, storage, web access
Password protection enables various levels of security clearance on a user-by-user basis. Backup is
not automated, however the user is prompted to backup upon exiting the application.
One of PastPerfect’s many additional pieces of software, Network Upgrade, enables the application to
be networked, either via Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networking or a client server network. In order to run as a
client server network, PastPerfect requires the Network Upgrade software, Windows XP/Server 2003/
Vista, Novel NetWare, and a 100Mbps network. Wireless networks are not recommended.
3.6.7: Conclusion
PastPerfect is a well-respected and popular museum collection management solution. It enables
recording of data relating to numerous museum functions, publication of countless types of report,
and searching of data in a relatively flexible and straightforward manner. The overall user interface is
fairly ‘clean’ and data is presented on attractive, easy to read screens. The package is designed for a
North American context, at times glaringly so; however, the North American emphasis remains
unobtrusive in most circumstances.
PastPerfect is an expensive option. Many of the more useful functions - most notably networking
capabilities - are contained within software add-ons that must be purchased in addition to the basic
package. At US$870, the basic package is on a par with similar software. However, the needs of the
region’s museums go beyond a single purchase of a standalone product. Factoring these additional
features takes the overall initial cost beyond US$4,000. Of the available pre-packaged non-cloud
catalogue options, PastPerfect is the most user-friendly, comprehensive and reliable and is
significantly cheaper than packages such as KE Emu.

3.7: Microsoft Excel
Where the above packages are all database approaches to collections documentation, a common
record-keeping solution used by many individuals and some organisations is Microsoft Excel, a Mac
OS X / Windows compatible component of Microsoft Office. A spreadsheet application rather than a
database, Excel provides a simple means of storing large quantities of data in one file arranged in
columns and rows (Figure 17). These records are sortable, searchable and duplicable. As the
information is usually all arranged in one worksheet, there is little confusion about information
hierarchies. Such layouts suit accessions registers and broadly match the layout of a hard copy
accessions book. The (optional) password protection feature offers a measure of information security.
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Figure 17: Microsoft Excel spreadsheet layout showing a hypothetical accessions register.

3.7.1: Ease of use / user friendly interface
Data entry is straightforward in Excel, with the TAB key shifting the focus to the cell immediately to the
right and the ENTER / RETURN key shifting focus to the first cell in the next row down. Data can be
entered via the data entry toolbar or directly into cells (Figure 18). Maximum number of characters
per cell have been restricted in previous versions of Excel (32,767 characters per cell, with 1,024
displayed) - more recent versions permit significantly greater quantities of text per cell.
Figure 18: Microsoft Excel data entry, showing data entry floating toolbar and direct cell entry.

3.7.2: Cost
Microsoft Excel, as part of Microsoft Office - or an equivalent spreadsheet such as OpenOffice or
Apple’s Numbers - is probably pre-installed on most personal computers available to the participating
museums. In the event that computers do not have Office installed, Microsoft Office 2007 is available
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in a wide range of editions, ranging from the ‘Home and Student’ edition ($148 at Dick Smith
Electronics) to the ‘Professional’ ($849 at Dick Smith Electronics).
3.7.3: Compliance with industry standards: sections, search functions, reports
The user is not restricted to one worksheet in Excel, as information can be stored on multiple
worksheets. It would be possible, in theory, to structure a collection management package in Excel by
recording accessions data in one worksheet, donor information in a second worksheet, catalogue
information in a third worksheet, and so on. Data can be linked between worksheets by using the
formula symbol (‘=’); linked data would therefore update automatically when modified on the master
worksheet. Excel does not, however, handle linked data as effectively as a database: all raw data
would need to be entered on a master worksheet with subordinate worksheets being linked via
formulae. A true database, on the other hand, would allow the field to be altered from within any
layout, thus updating the relevant field across all layouts.
Excel’s search features are effective. The auto-filter capability (Figure 19) is particularly useful in this
context, as it allows the user to filter according to common terms used within a specified column (eg.
Object Type; Primary Classification; Source). Similarly, specific strings of text can be searched via the
Find menu item (Figure 20) - in the version of Excel examined here (Microsoft Excel 11.0.0 for Mac),
however, the Find command does not present the user with a list of all found items, rather it steps
through and highlights occurrences of the relevant string (equivalent to the Find command in a word
processor). For such a search, a filter is necessary.
3.7.4: Image handling
Excel fields cannot receive images. This is a significant drawback as a total collections management
solution. One of the rationales behind computerising collections management databases is the
opportunity to link multiple images to individual records, thus maintaining a sustainable record of
collection items even following item deterioration.
3.7.5: Import / export capabilities
Excel’s export functions make the application useful either as a temporary accessioning and / or
cataloguing solution or as an intermediary step between an export from one database to another.
Given that few databases use common, standardised file formats, Excel’s ability to import and export
file types such as HTML, XML, CSV (Comma delimited), Text (Tab delimited), and Formatted (Space
delimited) enables it to translate data into a format most databases will read. Indeed, databases such
as FileMaker Pro will import directly from an Excel spreadsheet without the need for additional
translations. It should also be noted that additional software is available for FileMaker (Excel
Accelerator Kit) that enables Excel to integrate more closely with a FileMaker database, particularly
via the drag and drop function.
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Figure 19: Microsoft Excel auto-filter function, showing drop down menu from Object Name
column.

Figure 20: Microsoft Excel Find function, showing the result of a search for ‘Flake’.

3.7.6: Security: password, backup, storage, web access
Password protection is possible in Excel, with the option of preventing unauthorised modification of a
workbook or specific worksheet being most relevant in a museum context. As Excel accessions
registers are likely to be stored on individual standalone machines, the most likely security concern is
unauthorised modification / deletion of data. The accessions manager is therefore able to generate a
password and control its distribution amongst staff.
Excel does not automatically backup files onto backup storage devices, but the Save As command
can be used as a manual backup system. In such a case, it would be necessary to develop backup
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procedures involving regular scheduled backups and systematised file naming (incorporating a
correct as at date).
An Excel spreadsheet can be held on a central server and shared between multiple computers via an
intranet. Alternatively (and perhaps more realistically within the current Study Area), a Master Copy of
the spreadsheet would be held on the machine on which the majority of accessions work is
conducted. In the event that work would be carried out on an alternative machine (eg. a laptop), the
Master Copy could be copied to a thumb drive and the copy edited and merged back to the original.
This would be an ideal solution as it requires vigilant version control.
3.7.7: Conclusion
These functions recommend Excel as a simple short-term record-keeping solution, however the aims
of museum cataloguing often go beyond basic searchable lists. Excel, as a spreadsheet designed for
calculation rather than information storage, cannot meet the need for relational, cross-referenced
datasets. Furthermore, image handling in Excel is not suitable for a museum environment in which
each object should be catalogued, ideally, with multiple high-resolution images attached to its
catalogue record. In terms of record format, Excel’s output is in the form of a list / table - records
cannot be output in a form / report style. Finally, to use Excel for accessioning and another application
for cataloguing seems, in the long term, a less efficient solution than to perform all documentation
functions within a single package.
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4.0: Management Options
4.1: Solution advantages and disadvantages
Table 3 summarises the advantages and disadvantages of each package.
Table 3: Advantages and disadvantages of each solution.
Package

Cost (AUD$ unless otherwise
stated)

Disadvantages
- Cost may be prohibitive;
Commissioning: $1,450
- Limited to Windows;
Spydus
Migration: $7,250 per Mosaic
- Control and ownership questions
database migrated
may arise.
Free (up to 50MB / 5000 objects)
- Web-based and cross-platform, no - No standalone module - internet
connection required in order to
4 levels of 1 or 5 year licence costs client software required;
operate;
based on storage space above 50 - Cost;
MB.
Some features still under
- Actively supported by technical
development.
Level 1 (1yr/5yrs): USD$99 / USD
team;
$450
- Simple user interface;
eHive
Level 2 (1yr/5yrs): USD$200 / USD - Existing secure server space.
$900
Level 3 (1yr/5yrs): USD$400 / USD
$1,800
Level 4 (1yr/5yrs): USD$800 / USD
$3,500
- Comprehensive range of fields and - Awkward and unattractive user
Mosaic Plus 10
sections;
interface;
Standalone, 1 licence: $1,210
Latest
version
has
tweaked
some
Limited to Windows;
Mosaic
Network, 2 licences: $1,760 +
problematic aspects of Version 9. - Prone to errors / crashes;
$550 / additional licence.
- Standalone product only.
- Highly customisable, enables
- Server space not included;
home-grown database
- Cost may be prohibitive;
FileMaker Pro 10: $453.64 (ex GST) construction enabling all local
- Requires local database
priorities to be met;
FileMaker Pro 10 Advanced:
construction rather than off-the$726.36 (ex GST)
- Powerful, industry standard
shelf solution.
FileMaker Pro FileMaker Server 10: $1,540.91 (ex approach to database
management;
GST)
Cross-platform;
FileMaker Server 10 Advanced:
$4,681.82 (ex GST)
- Multiple hosting possibilities
(standalone, web hosting, server
hosting).
Single User: $2,370.00
- Simple data entry and search
- DB/TextWorks lacks the power and
Maxus
screens;
flexibility of other development
Maintenance renewal (DB/
Collections / TextWorks): $450.
tools (eg. FileMaker);
- Available in standalone and web
WebPublisher
entry
formats.
Cost may be prohibitive;
WebPublisher: $14,000.
Pro
Customisation interface is dense.
Custom UPLOAD button: $500
Program: USD$870.00
- Comprehensive range of fields and - Limited to Windows;
sections;
Multi-media a digital imaging
- Cost may be prohibitive as many
module: USD$370.00
- Clean user interface;
features are only available at
additional cost;
Network upgrade (6 - 10 users):
- Numerous report layouts;
USD$880.00
Server space not included.
PastPerfect
- Server solution available.
1st year support for network users
(2 - 10 users): USD$425.00
Data conversion: USD$50.00 / hr

Microsoft Office 2007 Standard:
$690 (Dick Smith Electronics)*
Excel

* Microsoft Office 2007 is available in
numerous versions, prices range from
$148 (Home & Student) to $849
(Professional).

Advantages
- Existing user-base in Central West
Libraries;
- Existing server-space.

- Simple, clean intuitive tabular
layout;
- Forms a useful ‘transition’ format
when migrating data;
- Cross-platform;
- Excel, or equivalent spreadsheet,
likely to be installed already on
most computers.
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4.2: Option One: Single catalogue held on centralised server
Option One would incorporate all local museum catalogues into one centralised catalogue. Data entry
and search functions would need to be accessible via the internet or a network connection from each
museum and / or volunteer’s home computer. This option would have the advantage that a single
electronic catalogue would already be in place for a future Regional Museum or Regional Museums
Network. Questions about control, data security and funding would arise. This option would require
the following:
•

Unified object numbering system, possibly incorporating a site prefix (eg. CCH, CSS,
CHM) to delineate in which museum the object is held;

•

Agreement from all participating collections that unification is acceptable;

•

Cross-platform web access or remote network access;

•

System administration / support staff;

•

A secure permanent server.

Optimal software package(s): eHive, FileMaker, Maxus Collections.

4.3: Option Two: Multiple catalogues held on centralised server
Option Two would provide each local museum with the software, server space and support to
maintain independent catalogues via one centralised server. Data entry and search functions would
need to be accessible via the internet or a remote network connection from each museum and / or
volunteer’s home computer. This option would have the advantage that each collection would retain
greater control over its own data. Questions about data security and funding would arise. Option Two
would require the following:
•

Agreement from all collections that data storage on a central server is acceptable;

•

Cross-platform web access (client-based access would be unideal);

•

System administration / support staff;

•

A secure permanent server.

Optimal software package(s): eHive, FileMaker.

4.4: Option Three: Multiple decentralised catalogues, identical software
Option Three would see each collection operating identical software and using identical authority
lists / lexicons, however all software and catalogues would be stored on standalone computers
located at the museum sites. This option would have the advantage that each collection would retain
complete control over its own data. It is also likely to be the cheapest option involving purchased
software. Questions about data security and funding would still arise, however these would be more
likely to be managed ‘in-house’. This option would require the following:
•

Unified authority lists / lexicons;

•

Agreement from all collections that the unified approach would be followed;

•

Appropriate hardware at each site;

•

Appropriately skilled system administration / support staff at each site;

•

Site licences for each participating collection.

Optimal software package(s): FileMaker or PastPerfect.
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5.0: Conclusion and Recommendations
5.1: Introduction
The current study evaluated seven collections management solutions in detail and considered the
most appropriate museum collections management options available to the Blayney Shire, Cabonne
Shire and Orange City Councils. It should be borne in mind that no ‘one size fits all’ solution to
collections management software is available. As such, these recommendations seek to provide the
best compromise between:
•

Museum needs;

•

Industry standards, particularly as represented by Spectrum;

•

Software capabilities; and

•

Cost.

5.2: Specific management recommendations
Management recommendations for collections cataloguing in the Cabonne, Blayney and Orange
LGAs are as follows:
•

The collections located within the Study Area are largely served by paper-based
catalogues at present and some have limited or no computer hardware on site.
Furthermore, attitudes towards computer databases vary from hostility and
ambivalence to high levels of experience and enthusiasm. Any computerised solution
adopted must be simple and accessible for all and enable the migration of data from
legacy systems.

•

It is recommended that the Sustainable Collections Project should adopt Option One
as outlined in Section 4.2. This option would best ensure consistency across all
collections.

•

In order to implement Option One equitably, funding should be sought to provide on
site computer hardware and network connections for each participating collection.

•

In terms of software selection, eHive is regarded as the ‘cloud based’ solution of
choice. FileMaker holds the greatest potential for a flexible, user-friendly and powerful
server / standalone solution. Both packages are appropriate solutions for Option One.

•

A presentation to all participating collections should be held at an agreed location at
which the advantages and disadvantages of each management option are presented.

•

One copy of this report should be sent to the Orange City Council Museums Advisor:
Kylie Winkworth,
8 Yaralla St.,
NEWTOWN 2042 NSW
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Appendix 1: Core and extended criteria
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Collection Management Software Checklist
Package: ________________________________________________________________________
Publisher: _______________________________________________________________________
Cost: ___________________________________________________________________________
Table 1: Core Criteria
Serial

Criterion

Remarks

1

User friendly interface

Data entry: Field structure, length, duplication, cut / paste, date formats.

2

Cost

Notional $5,000 upper limit.

3

Industry standards

Key Sections: Object entry / Acquisition / Cataloguing / Deaccession;
Searching: Boolean searching, range searches, results browsing /
sorting.
Reports: Pre-defined / user-defined.

4

Image handling

Multiple / single images, direct upload within database or desktop copy /
paste required.

5

Import / Export

Including tab-delimited, Excel, HTML.

6

Security

Passwords, backup, storage, web security.

Table 2: Extended Criteria
Serial

Criterion

1

Object entry

2

Acquisition

3

Inventory control

4

Cataloguing

5

Risk management

6

Insurance management &
valuation control

7

Dispatch

8

Loans

9

Deaccession & disposal

10

Data field structure

11

Data entry

12

Data update

Remarks
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Serial

Criterion

13

Indexing of fields

14

Vocabulary control

15

Help features

16

User customisation

17

Public access

18

Multimedia files

19

General search requirements

20

Range searches

21

Wildcard searching

22

Query results

23

Search features

24

Pre-defined reports

25

User defined reports

26

Import / Export functions

27

Documentation & support

28

Training

29

Discipline specific features

30

Security

31

Index(s)

32

Backup

Remarks
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Appendix 2: Products not evaluated
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Products not evaluated
The following table outlines products that came to the attention of the Project Officer but were either
evaluated briefly or not at all. The key reasons for exclusion were:
•

Cost. As financial resources for this project are limited, a notional budget of AUD
$5,000 was generally treated as an initial upper price limit.

•

Late discovery. A number of solutions only came to the Project Officer’s attention
towards the end of the study; time did not permit a detailed examination of such
products.

•

Incorrect emphasis. The project requires a collection management database that
enables the recording of acquisition data, catalogue data, administrative data, and
object metadata (eg. through links to object files). A product that could not assist with
all of these requirements was excluded.

Table 4: Products excluded the current study.
Package

Cost

Heritage Collector
Suite, LifeStory

Initial: USD$99.95
Ongoing: Nil.

Reason for exclusion / Remarks
- Not strictly a collections management database: optimised for photograph
metadata management and genealogy management.
- No network / web component.

eMuseum, Gallery
Systems

Awaiting quote.

- Primarily a web publishing solution, does not enable web data entry.

Awaiting quote.

- Late discovery, not possible to view online demonstration until late October /
early November.
- Appears to be a well established cloud-based package along similar lines to
eHive. The website <http://www.eloquent-systems.com/aboutus/index.shtml>
advertises its security features as a major benefit.

Eloquent Museum

Virtual Collections /
Ultima, GCI

VC Server version single
database (5 users): CAD
- Late discovery, not possible to view online demonstration until late October /
$5,595.
early November.
VC Server version
A
FileMaker-based package, consisting either of server-hosted Virtual
multiple databases (5
Collections or cloud-based Ultima.
users): CAD $11,525.

KE Emu

5 Users: UK£11,880 *

ADLIB Museum

5 Users: UK£5,800 *

Micromusée

4 Users: UK£5,400 *

MuseumIndex+

5 Users: UK£5,000 +
£10,000 - £25,000
configuration. *

Vernon CMS

5 Users: UK£6,200 *

MuseumPlus

5 Users: UK£3,650 *

CALM

5 Users: UK£5,995 *

- Price;
- Features surplus to requirements given price.
- Price;
- Features surplus to requirements given price.
- Price;
- Features surplus to requirements given price.
- Price;
- Features surplus to requirements given price.
- Price;
- Features surplus to requirements given price;
- Considered Vernon’s eHive as an alternative.
- Price;
- Features surplus to requirements given price.
- Price;
- Features surplus to requirements given price.

* Costings derived from <http://www.collectionstrust.org.uk/softover>, website viewed 08 Jul 2009.
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